MY EASTER TIME – FINALLY –NOW
Vision reveals I had a part to play. To play ‘the prodigal son’
bringing this message and example to everyone.
All being the readiness in becoming what Grace is,
as it brings all eventually to what our personal Easter is.
The cross of suffering and death is of man. Grace placed me on an instrument where
‘real’ and ‘unreal’ intersect.
Finally, it is time for humility, in open mind for honesty to inject.
Only trust allows the surrender of all defense,
of all attack and its justification now meaningless.
I lay all judgment aside only in this recognition;
‘the judge’ brings all to trial except himself, a convenient condition.
If “I” should impose “self-judgment” it is only as “I” have judged others –
by man’s laws –
evidence circumstantial – only effects -- anything but cause.
True confession is the admission, “This ‘cause’ is in me.” Does this source of sin need
punishment to be corrected?
No. For the source of sin is insane. A single source we have all collected.
What is insane needs only healing.
The source of insanity needs be brought before the clear ‘Light of Love’ –
it will be kneeling.
Love and fear, at its core, cannot sit side-by-side,
just as light and darkness cannot abide.
It is here that “It is finished.” Finally, I follow Him into Christ’s sepulcher,
void of all vanity. Now, all is dead, save trust and faith and hope in Grace.
Finally, no way out, no place to hide, no dream to abide,
all effects and circumstantial evidence left outside.
ONLY awareness now attuned to accept what Grace will allow.
Finally, readiness beyond confession. Finally, “The Holy Instant” –
all masks of insanity, all clocks over viciousness, all painted vanity –
all disappear. Now the inevitable – the “I” is totally exposed in a single moment -absolute nakedness. It is “The Alter of Atonement.”
Giving paradox a name,
“Shiva” is no more, in only one instant of pain,
for in the light of Eternal Creation, the time of “the destroyer” never was.
Such is the true nature of forgiveness, for this is what it dose.
No “self” to hide the face of Christ,
what is reborn steps into light,
and miraculously, the stone is rolling away.

Now the light of the world, honored in glory!
Resurrected Christ steps forth as Grace itself –
fear imposable – All Powerful Love Ascending –
inviting ---“Deny your self, raise up your cross, and FOLLOW ME.”
It is finished – It is my Easter.
By Gary Young

